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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the problem of how best to use colour in Euler diagrams. The choice of using coloured curves, rather than black curves, possibly with coloured fill is often made in tools that automatically draw Euler diagrams for information visualization as well as when they are drawn manually. We address the problem by empirically evaluating various different colour treatments: coloured or black curves combined with either no fill or coloured fill. By collecting performance data, we conclude that Euler diagrams with coloured curves and no fill significantly outperform all other colour treatments. Most automated layout algorithms adopt colour fill and are, thus, reducing the effectiveness of the Euler diagrams produced. As Euler diagrams can be used in a multitude of areas, ranging from crime control to social network analysis, our results stand to increase the ability of users to accurately and quickly extract information from their visualizations.
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INTRODUCTION
There has been a rapid rise in the volume of data where the data items lie in overlapping sets. Data of this type arise in many situations such as in criminal investigations: sets represent organizations to which people (the data items) belong or locations they frequent. Similar complex data occur in biological settings where data items are genes, whilst sets represent shared features of the genes. Reflecting the importance of understanding such data there have been a large number of techniques proposed for visualizing it such as [1] [10] [19] [23] [26] [27] [30] [31] [34]. Most of these techniques represent the sets using Euler diagrams.

Euler diagrams are often regarded a natural [28] and intuitive [25] way to depict sets. They represent sets using graphical elements called closed curves. The interior of each curve represents items that are in the set [24] [28]. Figure 1 shows a simple classification. The curve labelled ‘Mammals’ intersects with the curve labelled ‘Aquatic’ meaning that there are some mammals that are aquatic. ‘Cats’ is contained within ‘Mammals’ meaning that all cats are mammals. ‘Cats’ is disjoint from ‘Aquatic’ so there are no cats that are aquatic.

![Figure 1. Simple Euler diagram.](image-url)

Euler diagrams are used in a large variety of application areas including the natural sciences [12], art and architecture [2], education [16], criminology [13], computer file organisation [11] and classification systems [32]. Given such abundant use, there is a strong motivation to understand how choices made when drawing Euler diagrams will impact upon users’ comprehension.

This paper focuses on the use of colour in Euler diagrams, informed by how colour has been used in a variety of automated layout techniques. Flower and Howse [14], who produced the first work on automated Euler diagram drawing, use black curves with no fill. Stapleton et al.’s method employs coloured curves with no fill [30] whereas Kestler et al.’s VennMaster [18] uses black curves with colour fill. By far the predominant choice amongst developers of these layout techniques, however, is coloured curves with colour fill [9] [10] [20] [23] [33] [29].

By providing insight into the relative strengths of different colour treatments, we will be better positioned...
to develop improved visualization methods. Our first contribution is an empirical comparison of four colour treatments: black curves and no fill, coloured curves and no fill, black curves and colour fill, and coloured curves and colour fill; when using colour, each set being visualized is assigned a unique colour. We tested the hypothesis that the use of colour would aid comprehension. We discovered that using Euler diagrams with coloured curves and no fill significantly outperformed the other three colour treatments in terms of accuracy. This significant difference was more pronounced when the diagrams exhibited topological properties known to hinder comprehension. For the other three colour treatments, no significant differences were exhibited in the accuracy data. Moreover, there were no significant differences when considering completion time. We conclude that using coloured curves with no fill will best aid performance. All of the diagrams used in our study, and the data collected, are available from http://www.cem.brighton.ac.uk/staff/alb14/experimental_resources/colour/colour.html. As with all empirical studies, including those cited in the next section, our results are valid within the constraints of the study.

RELATED WORK: EULER DIAGRAM LAYOUT CHOICES

There are numerous choices that need to be made when drawing Euler diagrams for a given data set. We categorize these choices into three types: descriptional (the abstract syntax level), topological and graphical (both at the concrete syntax level). The first choice that must be made is descriptional, which determines the zones that must be present in the Euler diagram. The zones are the smallest regions in Euler diagrams which represent overlaps between the sets: Figure 1 has four zones inside its three curves. A descriptional choice determines which zones are present, in addition to those that represent non-empty overlaps between sets. An example is given in Figure 2 where the lefthand diagram is well-matched whereas the righthand diagram contains additional (shaded) zones.

![Figure 2. Choices of abstract syntax.](image)

This choice is embodied in Gurr’s theory of well-matchedness:

“The transitive, irreflexive and asymmetric relation of set inclusion is expressed via the similarly transitive, irreflexive and asymmetric visual of proper spatial inclusion in the plane.”

Euler diagrams are well-matched precisely when they do not include any ‘extra’ zones. To summarise, we define guide 1 for Euler diagram drawing:

**GUIDE 1 (WELL-MATCHED).** Draw well-matched Euler diagrams (i.e. no extra zones).

Being able to draw a well-matched diagram only solves part of the problem of ascertaining an effective layout of an Euler diagram. At the concrete syntax (i.e. drawn diagram) level, a variety of topological choice are known to impact comprehension. These include curves running concurrently and points at which three curves meet; a complete discussion list, with examples, is presented later as they form an important aspect of our study. Diagrams that possess such properties are said to be not well-formed and the results of are summarised here:

**GUIDE 2 (WELL-FORMED).** Draw well-formed Euler diagrams.

Irrespective of laying out well-matched and well-formed Euler diagrams there still exist numerous graphical choices to be made when ascertaining an effective layout of an Euler diagram. Benoy and Rodgers, with their work on aesthetics, also acknowledge the importance of making correct graphical choices when laying out Euler diagrams. They conducted a study that focused on the jaggedness of curves, zone area equality and the closeness of one closed curve to another. To summarise their results, we define three further guides:

**GUIDE 3 (SMOOTH CURVES).** Draw Euler diagrams with smooth curves.

**GUIDE 4 (ZONE AREA EQUALITY).** Draw Euler diagrams with zone area equality.

**GUIDE 5 (DIVERGING LINES).** Draw Euler diagrams with diverging lines.

There are many other graphical choices that might be considered. Bertin identifies both planar and retinal variables, which constitute a variety of graphical choices, to which we are known to be perceptually sensitive. With respect to planar variables, Blake et al. established that the effect of an Euler diagram’s orientation does not impact on users’ comprehension, leading to:

**GUIDE 6 (ORIENTATION).** Draw Euler diagrams without regard to orientation.

Retinal variables include shape and colour, both of which are fundamental choices that must be made when drawing Euler diagrams. Recently Blake et al. established that shape significantly impacts users’ comprehension, leading to three further guides:

**GUIDE 7 (SHAPE).** Draw Euler diagrams with circles.
4. C&F: colour curve and colour fill (figure 6).

3. B&F: black curve and colour fill (figure 5), and

2. C&N: colour curve and no fill (figure 4),

1. B&N: black curve and no fill (figure 3),

 tween 0 and 255 and specify the colours in terms of lightness constant. We will refer to a value range between colour hue while keeping both saturation and lightness. Adopting the approach of Brewer et al [7], Brewer prescribed maintaining, as far as is possible, even intervals of those used in the study: (1) 5, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23; we view comprehension in terms of task performance: one diagram is more comprehensible than another diagram if users can interpret it, on average, more accurately or more quickly.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
As we are interested in the impact of colour choice on the comprehension of Euler diagrams, our study requires a range of diagrams to be drawn adopting a variety of different colour treatments. For the purposes of this study, and congruent with previous studies [1], [5], [17], [20], [21], [22], [23], we view comprehension in terms of their hue, saturation, lightness (HSL) and alpha channel. Hue values were evenly incremented by 32, starting with a value of 32 to create the palette of 8 colours in figure 7. Saturation and lightness were set to values of 197 and 171, respectively, with the exception of the green hues, 2 and 3 as illustrated in figure 7. The green hue represents a large proportion of the colour spectrum. Consequently, the saturation for colours 2 and 3 were set to 124 and 197 repetitively. The alpha channel was set to 255 for the curve colours and 100 for the coloured fill. Below, we explain how these colour and fill option are applied to diagrams used in our study.

Drawing Diagrams
To reflect our hypotheses, a mixture of well-formed and non-well-formed diagrams were needed for the study. We drew 36 diagrams, of which 18 were well-formed (WF; e.g. figures 3 to 6) and, therefore, 18 were non-well-formed (NWF; e.g. figures 8 to 13). Euler diagrams are NWF if they exhibit any one of the following topological properties: a brushing point, which occurs when two curves meet but do not cross (figure 8); concurrency, which occurs when two or more curve segments share, or partially share, the same line (figure 9); duplicate curves labels, which occur when two or more curves share the same label (an example of which is ‘Peru’ in figure 10); a disconnected zone, which occurs when a zone consists of one or more minimal regions (an example of which appears in both ‘Rwanda’ and ‘Chad’ in figure 11); a triple point, which occurs when three or more curves pass through a particular point (figure 12); a non-simple curve, a curve that self-intersects (figure 13). Diagrams that have one or more of these properties may benefit from the use of colour as it can be hard to identify the curves.

The diagrams were drawn sensitive to the layout guidelines presented earlier, except that NWF diagrams deliberately contravened guide 2. Consequently, the conjunction implies some other guides need not be met such as that curves need not be circular. Also, the diagrams in the study adhered to the following conventions, to ensure they had consistent layout features:

1. all diagrams were drawn using 3 sized curves: small, medium and large,
2. the medium and large curves were scaled 200% and 300%, respectively, relative to the small curve,
3. all closed curves had a 3 pixel stroke width,
4. all diagrams were drawn in an area of 810 × 765 pixels,
5. the curve labels were written using upper case letters in Times New Roman, 14 point size, font in bold,
6. data items were written using lowercase letters, except that the first letter was capitalised, and with Arial 12 point size font,
7. each curve label was positioned closest to its corresponding curve, and

GUIDE 8 (SYMMETRY). Draw Euler diagrams with highly symmetrical curves.

GUIDE 9 (SHAPE DISCRIMINATION). Draw Euler diagrams so that the zones are discernable from the curves via their shape, but not at the expense of symmetry.

With respect to shape, we have observed the significant impact a retinal variable can impose on users’ comprehension of Euler diagrams. Consequently, our motivation to address the question “how does the use of colour in Euler diagrams affect users’ comprehension?” is further reinforced. Presently, the research community does not know whether or how colour choice impacts the comprehension of Euler diagrams.

Colour Treatments
We compare four colour treatments listed below using a between group design. Figures 5 to 6 illustrate the colour treatments listed below and represent four Euler diagrams used during the study (from this point forward, all Euler diagrams in the paper are scaled versions of those used in the study):

1. B&N: black curve and no fill (figure 3),
2. C&N: colour curve and no fill (figure 4),
3. B&F: black curve and colour fill (figure 5), and
4. C&F: colour curve and colour fill (figure 6).

As we are studying the effect of colour, the choice of colours used in our diagrams is a core design feature of our study. The colours used were chosen from the palette in figure 7. To help ensure the colours in the palette were uniformly distinct from each other we adopted the approach of Brewer et al. Brewer prescribed maintaining, as far as is possible, even intervals between colour hue while keeping both saturation and lightness constant. We will refer to a value range between 0 and 255 and specify the colours in terms of

Bertin, when prescribing the application of retinal variables, recommends colour for data classification [4]. Thus, we hypothesize that coloured curves will outperform black curves, more so when diagrams are not well-formed. However, the impact of colour fill versus no fill is less clear.

As we are studying the effect of colour, the choice of colours used in our diagrams is a core design feature of our study. The colours used were chosen from the palette in figure 7. To help ensure the colours in the palette were uniformly distinct from each other we adopted the approach of Brewer et al. Brewer prescribed maintaining, as far as is possible, even intervals between colour hue while keeping both saturation and lightness constant. We will refer to a value range between 0 and 255 and specify the colours in terms of

GUIDE 8 (SYMMETRY). Draw Euler diagrams with highly symmetrical curves.

GUIDE 9 (SHAPE DISCRIMINATION). Draw Euler diagrams so that the zones are discernable from the curves via their shape, but not at the expense of symmetry.

With respect to shape, we have observed the significant impact a retinal variable can impose on users’ comprehension of Euler diagrams. Consequently, our motivation to address the question “how does the use of colour in Euler diagrams affect users’ comprehension?” is further reinforced. Presently, the research community does not know whether or how colour choice impacts the comprehension of Euler diagrams.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
As we are interested in the impact of colour choice on the comprehension of Euler diagrams, our study requires a range of diagrams to be drawn adopting a variety of different colour treatments. For the purposes of this study, and congruent with previous studies [1], [5], [17], [20], [21], [22], [23], we view comprehension in terms of task performance: one diagram is more comprehensible than another diagram if users can interpret it, on average, more accurately or more quickly.

Colour Treatments
We compare four colour treatments listed below using a between group design. Figures 5 to 6 illustrate the colour treatments listed below and represent four Euler diagrams used during the study (from this point forward, all Euler diagrams in the paper are scaled versions of those used in the study):

1. B&N: black curve and no fill (figure 3),
2. C&N: colour curve and no fill (figure 4),
3. B&F: black curve and colour fill (figure 5), and
4. C&F: colour curve and colour fill (figure 6).

The diagrams were drawn sensitive to the layout guidelines presented earlier, except that NWF diagrams deliberately contravened guide 2. Consequently, this conjunction implies some other guides need not be met such as that curves need not be circular. Also, the diagrams in the study adhered to the following conventions, to ensure they had consistent layout features:

1. all diagrams were drawn using 3 sized curves: small, medium and large,
2. the medium and large curves were scaled 200% and 300%, respectively, relative to the small curve,
3. all closed curves had a 3 pixel stroke width,
4. all diagrams were drawn in an area of 810 × 765 pixels,
5. the curve labels were written using upper case letters in Times New Roman, 14 point size, font in bold,
6. data items were written using lowercase letters, except that the first letter was capitalised, and with Arial 12 point size font,
7. each curve label was positioned closest to its corresponding curve, and

As we are studying the effect of colour, the choice of colours used in our diagrams is a core design feature of our study. The colours used were chosen from the palette in figure 7. To help ensure the colours in the palette were uniformly distinct from each other we adopted the approach of Brewer et al. Brewer prescribed maintaining, as far as is possible, even intervals between colour hue while keeping both saturation and lightness constant. We will refer to a value range between 0 and 255 and specify the colours in terms of

The diagrams were drawn sensitive to the layout guidelines presented earlier, except that NWF diagrams deliberately contravened guide 2. Consequently, the conjunction implies some other guides need not be met such as that curves need not be circular. Also, the diagrams in the study adhered to the following conventions, to ensure they had consistent layout features:

1. all diagrams were drawn using 3 sized curves: small, medium and large,
2. the medium and large curves were scaled 200% and 300%, respectively, relative to the small curve,
3. all closed curves had a 3 pixel stroke width,
4. all diagrams were drawn in an area of 810 × 765 pixels,
5. the curve labels were written using upper case letters in Times New Roman, 14 point size, font in bold,
6. data items were written using lowercase letters, except that the first letter was capitalised, and with Arial 12 point size font,
7. each curve label was positioned closest to its corresponding curve, and

As we are studying the effect of colour, the choice of colours used in our diagrams is a core design feature of our study. The colours used were chosen from the palette in figure 7. To help ensure the colours in the palette were uniformly distinct from each other we adopted the approach of Brewer et al. Brewer prescribed maintaining, as far as is possible, even intervals between colour hue while keeping both saturation and lightness constant. We will refer to a value range between 0 and 255 and specify the colours in terms of

The diagrams were drawn sensitive to the layout guidelines presented earlier, except that NWF diagrams deliberately contravened guide 2. Consequently, this conjunction implies some other guides need not be met such as that curves need not be circular. Also, the diagrams in the study adhered to the following conventions, to ensure they had consistent layout features:

1. all diagrams were drawn using 3 sized curves: small, medium and large,
2. the medium and large curves were scaled 200% and 300%, respectively, relative to the small curve,
3. all closed curves had a 3 pixel stroke width,
4. all diagrams were drawn in an area of 810 × 765 pixels,
5. the curve labels were written using upper case letters in Times New Roman, 14 point size, font in bold,
6. data items were written using lowercase letters, except that the first letter was capitalised, and with Arial 12 point size font,
7. each curve label was positioned closest to its corresponding curve, and
8. data items were evenly distributed within each zone.

These conventions were informed by previous studies [6, 5] and validated by a pilot study. NWF diagrams that exhibited either concurrent curves as illustrated in figure 9, of which there were three, or non-simple curves as illustrated in figure 13, of which there were also three, did not precisely adhere to convention 2. Their topologies necessitated that some curves’ scale deviated from the above convention.

Diagram Types
The diagrams drawn were required to exhibit variety to enable reasonably general conclusions to be reached, in so far as is possible with empirical research. To this end, all diagrams were drawn pertaining to the following three characteristic types:

1. Type 1: 4 sets (figure 3 to 6). When curve labels are unique, the four sets were represented by 1 large curve, 2 medium curves and 1 small curve. In these diagrams were 11 zones and 20 data items. In the one instance where the labels were not unique, there are five curves, 1 large, 2 medium and 2 small. In this case there were 12 zones and 20 data items.

2. Type 2: 6 sets (figure 14). When curve labels are unique, the six sets were represented by 1 large curve, 4 medium curves and 1 small curve. In these diagrams were 15 zones and 30 data items. In the one instance where the labels were not unique, there are five curves, 1 large, 2 medium and 2 small. In this case there were also 15 zones and 30 data items.

3. Type 3: 8 sets (figure 15). When curve labels are unique, the eight sets were represented by 2 large curves, 4 medium curves and 2 small curves. In these diagrams were 19 zones and 40 data items. In the one instance where the labels were not unique, there are 11 curves, 2 large, 2 medium and 5 small. In this case there were also 19 zones and 40 data items.

The largest number of sets was chosen to be eight because the resulting diagrams exhibited a level of complexity observed in real world examples and is consistent with previous studies [6, 24]. Moreover, to guarantee the colours were perceptually distinct the palette was chosen to be limited to eight colours.

Twelve diagrams were drawn of each type, split equally between WF and NWF. Colours were assigned to types as follows, referencing the colour palette in figure 7:

1. Type 1 diagrams were treated with colours 1, 3, 5 and 7.
2. Type 2 diagrams were treated with colours 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8.
3. Type 3 diagrams were treated with colours 1 to 8.

In addition, colours were randomly applied to curves and curve labels had the same colour as their corresponding curves. In NWF diagrams, multiple curves representing the same set (i.e. when duplicate curve labels were present), had the same colour treatment. When curves had a colour fill, as the alpha channel was to 100, the zones are filled with the combined colours of the curves they are inside.

Question Styles
Congruent with [1, 20, 24], all diagrams conveyed ‘real-world’ information as it was regarded pertinent to the reader. Further, abstract representations were considered a barrier to the participants understanding. Therefore, we chose to visualize information about people and the countries they have visited. This information was regarded generic so all participants should be equally familiar with this context. Country names were derived from a variety of continents. People names were first names only and a mixture of both male and female names, and reflected a variety of ethnicities. Following [24], and similar to [1, 20], three styles of question were specified, ‘Who’, ‘Which’ and ‘How many’, that allowed us to elicit the following type of information:

1. Who has visited RUSSIA, IRAN and SEYCHELLES?
2. Which country has been visited by 6 people?
Figure 8. Type 2 NWF with brushing points.

Figure 9. Type 2 NWF with partial concurrency.

Figure 10. Type 2 NWF with duplicate curve labels.

Figure 11. Type 2 NWF with disconnected zones.

Figure 12. Type 2 NWF with triple points.

Figure 13. Type 2 NWF with a non-simple curve.
3. How many people have visited both MALAWI and SAN MARINO?

The above questions were asked of figures 3, 14, and 15 respectively. During the study, questions had a choice of four or five possible answers depending on the type of question and the number of sets represented in the diagram. In each instance, only one answer was correct.

EXPERIMENT EXECUTION

Initially, a pilot study was conducted consisting of eight participants, two per group. This was executed with out any issues and so the data could be carried forward for analysis. A further 72 participants were recruited for the main study. All 80 participants (68 M (1 of which was colour blind), 12 F, ages 18 to 32) were randomly allocated to equal sized groups. They were all students from the University of Brighton’s School of Computing, Engineering and Mathematics and they spanned both undergraduate and postgraduate levels.

For the collection of performance data, we used a software tool (called the research vehicle) to display the diagrams and questions, to gather answers and the time taken. The time taken to answer a question was determined from the instant a question was presented until the instant a participant had selected an answer to the question. Each time the participant answered a question, the research vehicle would ask them to indicate when they were ready to proceed to the next question, thus allowing a pause between questions. There was a maximum time limit of two minutes for each question to ensure that the experiment did not continue indefinitely. The 36 diagrams were presented in a random order.

The experiment was performed within a usability laboratory which affords a quiet environment free from noise and interruption. The same computer and monitor was used by each participant. To ensure colours were optimally displayed the monitor provided a 1920 x 1200 resolution, 0.270 mm pixel pitch, 300 cd/m² brightness and a contrast ratio of 1000:1 (static). All participants were alone during the experiment, in order to avoid distractions, with the exception of an experimental facilitator who was present throughout. All participants that took part in the study successfully completed the experiment. The experiment took approximately 1 hour per participant and they were given a canteen voucher worth £6 for their contribution to the research.

The first phase of the experiment was initial training. All participants were asked whether they were familiar with Euler diagrams. Some responded that they had seen Venn diagrams but none acknowledged familiarity with Euler diagrams. Consequently, all participants were treated as having no previous experience of Euler diagrams and were given the same training. Training began by introducing participants to the notion of Euler diagrams and the types of questions to be asked. This was achieved using hard copy printouts of the diagrams, one for each style of question. Participants were given a few minutes to study the diagrams and questions, after which the experimental facilitator explained how to answer the questions.

The second phase of the experiment provided participants with further training on the notion of Euler diagrams as well as how to use the research vehicle. Participants were presented with six questions, one at a time. If a question was answered incorrectly the facilitator went through the question with the participant. The third phase of the experiment is where we collected performance (time and error) data. Lastly, if desired, participants took a short break before entering the final, fourth phase of the study where we collected preferential data.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The 80 participants in the main study each answered 36 questions giving a total of 2880 observation. We consider error data to be a more important indicator of performance in our evaluation. This is because the time taken to complete a task does not matter if ultimately the answer is incorrect, consistent with Alper et al. [1]. Results are regarded as significant if \( p \leq 0.05 \).

Error Analysis

Of the 2880 observations there were a total of 128 errors (error rate: 4.4%). The error counts and accuracy rates for colour treatment for all diagrams, as well as well-formed and non-well-formed diagrams, are presented in table 1. The accuracy rates are also presented in figure 10.

To establish if there was an overall effect we performed a \( \chi^2 \) goodness-of-fit test. Overall, there were significant differences between the colour treatments, with a \( p \)-value of 0.002. Hence, we conclude that colour treatment impacts on user comprehension when interpreting Euler diagrams. In order to rank the treatments we then proceeded to perform pairwise comparisons. Comparing colour curve and no fill (C&N) with each of the other treatments in turn yielded significant differences in all cases (largest \( p \)-value 0.016). However, there were no other significant differences between the remaining pairs of treatments. As colour curve and no fill yielded the fewest number of errors our hypothesis that coloured curves aid comprehension is supported.

Analysing the error data for the well-formed case did not reveal any significant difference between the colour treatments. However, in the non-well-formed case there are significant differences \( (p = 0.005) \). Again, comparing colour curve and no fill (C&N) with each of the other treatments in turn revealed significant differences in all cases (largest \( p \)-value 0.040). As with the well-formed case, there were no other significant differences between the remaining pairs of treatments. As we hypothesised, the use of colour curves is more beneficial
in the non-well-formed case.

**Time Analysis**

Of the 2880 observations the grand mean was 18.45 seconds (sd: 11.77) and means across colour treatments are given in table 2 (standard deviations in brackets), and illustrated in figure 17.

To determine if there existed significant variation across colour treatments, we performed a Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance (RM-ANOVA). Participants were regarded to be a random factor in the analytical model. This is a conservative approach to the analysis as the RM-ANOVA did not estimate the effect of each of the participants in the sample, but instead estimated the variability attributable to the participants. The RM-ANOVA was performed on logged data to achieve normality. There was no significant effect of colour treatment on the time taken to answer questions ($F(3,35) = 0.60, p = 0.614$). Breaking down into well-formed and non-well-formed also yields no significant differences ($F(3,17) = 0.66, p = 0.578$; $F(3,17) = 0.69, p = 0.560$ respectively). Hence, we conclude that colour treatment does not significantly impact on time taken.

**Summary of Performance Data**

To summarise the analysis of the performance data, we present evidence that suggests colour treatment does impact upon user comprehension of Euler dia-
grams. While colour treatment does not significantly impact upon time taken to comprehend Euler diagrams it does significantly impact upon the number of errors accrued. Euler diagrams with black curves and no fill, (B&N), yield the most errors while Euler diagrams with coloured curves and no fill, (C&N), yield the fewest errors. The effect is largest when the diagrams are not well-formed.

**INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS**

To interpret the results we first remind the reader that an Euler diagram represents sets using closed curves. The interior of each closed curve contains the data that are in a set. Thus, each closed curve defines the boundary between one set and another. The primary task of users in the study is to identify data within closed curves. Users must visually segregate the boundaries defined by one closed curve from another, in order to interpret relationships between closed curves and identify data therein.

Hue is favoured over shape when segregating boundaries [8]. Diagrams with black curves and no fill are solely reliant on users identifying the shape of the curve while diagrams with colour curves and no fill have the additional advantage of hue. This helps explain why diagrams with coloured curves and no fill performed significantly better than diagrams with black curves and no fill, which yielded most errors. However, boundary segregation is impaired when a “secondary, irrelevant dimension varies” [8]. Diagrams with colour fill contained random variations of hue as a consequence of the relationships between closed curves. We regard colour fill as the ‘secondary, irrelevant dimension’, thus further explaining why diagrams with colour curves and no fill performed significantly better than diagrams with colour fill.

Consequently, the results of our empirical study, supported by the underlying visual perception theory, leads us to posit a further guide:

**GUIDE 10** (COLOUR). Draw Euler diagrams with curves that have no fill and different colours for each set represented.

To summarise, coloured curves with no fill significantly out perform all other colour treatments. Our results are, in part, supported by the work of [8]. The implication of our results is far reaching. Not only do they provide a robust foundation for guidance regarding colour, but the colour treatments identified in the study are a direct reflection of those employed by current researchers and practitioners. Of particular note is that the optimal colour treatment is not that adopted by many layout techniques, such as [9], [10], [18], [23], [29], [33].

**THREATS TO VALIDITY**

Threats to validity are categorized as internal, construct and external [22]. Internal validity considers whether confounding factors, such as carry-over effect, affects the results and, if so, to what extent. Construct validity examines whether the independent and dependent variables yield an accurate measure to test our hypotheses. External validity considers the extent to which we can generalise the results. The following discusses the primary threats to validity that were considered and addressed to ensure the study is robust and fit for purpose. With regard to internal validity, the following two factors were among a number that were considered in an attempt to manage potential disadvantages of our study design:

- **Carry-over effect**: in a repeated measure experiment this threat occurs when the measure of a treatment is affected by the previous treatment. To manage this effect a between group design was employed. Each participant group, i.e. B&N, C&N, B&F and C&F, was exposed to one of the treatments.

- **Learning effect**: the learning effect was considered a threat if questions were delivered in a fixed order. Therefore, questions were delivered to each participant in a random order. Further, to minimise the learning curve during the main study, participants were given appropriate training prior to the data collection phase.

Next we consider construct validity by focusing on our dependent variables (error rate, false negatives, and time) and independent variables (diagram and colour treatment), respectively, and examine their rigour for measuring comprehension:

- **Error rate**: diagrams were drawn to adhere to our layout guides with the exception of non-well-formed diagrams. All diagrams adhere to generic layout characteristics. This drawing approach minimised the possibility of confounding variables creeping into each diagram.

- **False negatives**: to minimise false negatives, i.e. a participant selecting the wrong answer while reading it to be the correct answer, the similarity of country and people names was minimised during all phases of the experiment.
1. Overall, coloured curves with no colour fill outperformed black curves either with or without colour fill and coloured curves with coloured fill, leading to a new layout guide: use a different coloured curve for each set represented, and do not use coloured fill.

2. For non-well-formed Euler diagrams, using different coloured curves with no fill brings more benefit than in the general case.

3. The majority of automated Euler diagram layout techniques adopt both coloured Euler diagram layout techniques adopt both coloured curves and coloured fill, contravening the new layout guide of avoiding colour fill.

Perceptual theory has aided our explanation of these results: colour fill acts as a distracter from the primary task of identifying the curves.

We are very interested in exploring possible interactions between all of the Euler diagram layout guides with a view of prescribing a hierarchy for their application especially as it is, in general, not possible to ensure that they all hold. Further, we would be interested to observe whether the effect of symmetry (guide 8) is further enhanced or diminished with the application of colour (guide 10). Consequently, the immediate future direction of our work will be to investigate the interaction between the guidelines for drawing Euler diagrams. As a result, we will be better placed to use Euler diagrams for visualizing information.

It will also be interesting to explore the impact of colour in a richer set of diagrams. For instance, the number of sets is currently limited to the eight and we did not consider area proportionality in our study. Moreover, our study only used three curve sizes. As Euler diagrams become more complex, we hypothesise that the use of colour will be even more significant provided the colours are still perceptually distinct. Other choices we made, such as line thickness and font size, could also be varied and empirically tested but there is no evidence to suggest that such changes will impact comprehension. Lastly, it will be interesting to explore layout choices in a dynamic or interactive setting which has yet to be considered.
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